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When Citys star Italian footballer is had up
for sexual assault by a glamorous model,
the media has a field day. The Northern
Premiership club secretary thinks theyve
been framed and employs Steve Strong to
investigate. As a film noir buff with a
tenuous connection to the model, Strong is
hardly qualified for the job of PI. And as he
checks out the behind-the-stadium-scenes,
he soon discovers that theres something far
more sinister afoot than a sex scandal. But
can he avoid a permanent transfer before
the whistle blows? Set in a gritty Yorkshire
city, Own Goals offers an insiders view of
big time soccer, its players and directors,
and the seedy side of a modern British city,
its clubs, pubs, good-time girls, and shady
businessmen.
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Apr 22, 2017 Brighton goalkeeper David Stockdale scores TWO own goals in the opening period after the ball bounces
off the woodwork and hits him. An own goal - Idioms by The Free Dictionary This is a list of all own goals scored
during UEFA European Championship matches, which does not include qualifying matches. As UEFA is the governing
body Own goal - Wikipedia Premier League All-time scorers (own goals) rank 1 - 50. FUNNIEST OWN GOALS
EVER SCORED!! - YouTube Russian team scores 11 own goals in order to meet easier opponent Find GIFs with
the latest and newest hashtags! Search, discover and share your favorite Own Goals GIFs. The best GIFs are on GIPHY.
Brighton goalkeeper David Stockdale scores TWO own goals in the May 4, 2017 Theres something aeshetically
pleasing about a player putting the ball through his own net, especially when its a cracker of an own goal. Own goal Wikipedia Nov 25, 2008 - 3 min - Uploaded by maywest86The worst thing that can happen to a player Category.
Sports. License. Standard YouTube Top 10 Own Goals - Updated - YouTube Feb 26, 2017 Rivals also score nine
own goals during bandy match after its players decided to have a bit of fun now both teams face disciplinary actions.
Images for Own Goals Feb 21, 2012 Brighton scored three own goals against Liverpool at the weekend, writes Ed
Peeters. Is that a record? A fine effort though it was from Gus WATCH: One Of The Craziest Own Goals Youll Ever
See (in soccer) a goal scored when a player inadvertently str Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more
from Oxford Dictionaries. Own Goals GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY If you have backed a goalscorer market in a
football match, an own goal will affect settlement of your bet in different ways. The most common scenarios are Gallas
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made own goal threat Football News Sky Sports This is a list of all own goals scored during FIFA Womens World
Cup matches (not including qualification games). The only player two score two own goals is David Squires on great
British football own goals. Oh, and article AS Adema 1490 SO IEmyrne was an association football match played on
31 October 2002 SOE deliberately scored 149 own goals, with spectators saying that after each kick-off the ball was
kicked into their own goal, the opposition Own goal definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Mar 28,
2017 David Squires on great British football own goals. Oh, and article 50. Our resident cartoonist presents a collection
of classic gaffes (with Championship - Own goal statistics Transfermarkt own goal meaning, definition, what is
own goal: in sport, a point that a player scores by mistake against their own team: . Learn more. Top 10 own goals of all
time - Telegraph The publishing industry believes that new regulations on recycling paper will be an environmental
own goal. The government has scored an own goal with its Football - Own Goals - Coral Help Centre Dec 20, 2011
James Collins caused much mirth with his own goal for West Ham against Manchester City on Sunday, but where does
his effort feature in the List of FIFA World Cup own goals - Wikipedia Own goal definition: In sport , if someone
scores an own goal , they accidentally score a goal for the team Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.
own goal - definition of own goal in English Oxford Dictionaries Mar 23, 2016 - 11 min - Uploaded by
GONTHWorst own goals ever scored! CHEAP COINS HERE - http:///? sellers=51601 AS Adema 1490 SO lEmyrne Wikipedia Own goal. An own goal is when a player scores in their own teams net or scoring area, not the opposing
teams, during sports games in which points scored are referred to as goals (e.g., association football). An own goal is
usually accidental, but is counted as a regular goal. Stars Score Own Goal On Delayed Penalty, Because Its Been
That List of FIFA Womens World Cup own goals - Wikipedia Who Scored Own Goal in EPL 2016/17? No. Match
Week, Date, Player, Team, Match, Time of Goals, Final Results. 1, 01, 13/Aug/16, Paddy McNair, Sunderland The
Knowledge: which player has scored the most own goals ever Feb 19, 2012 - 3 min - Uploaded by Happyman1773A
top 10 of the funniest own goals. ABOUT GOAL 8: List of UEFA European Championship own goals - Wikipedia
Apr 25, 2017 The 15 worst (or is that best?) own goals of all-time. On this day in 1998, Jamie Pollock netted one of the
great oggies of English football for Premier League All-time scorers (own goals) rank 1 - 50 Assign clubs to
competition Corrections of table. History. Historic name Historic logo Assign historical name & logo. Own goal
statistics. Own goal statistics
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